Protection Shoot Rules














Primary Shooter must shoot at a target before the Backup
Shooter shoots at that target.
If Backup Shooter shoots at a target before the Primary
Shooter shoots at that target, this is a LOST bird.
A target that is missed by the Primary Shooter, but hit by a
Backup Shooter, that target is a DEAD bird and should be
scored as a “B” on the scorecard.
If the Primary Shooter has hit the first target and misses the
second target, the backup shooter has full use of his gun (may
shoot twice at the second target only).
All scores are registered on the Primary Shooters score card.
Primary Shooter shoots from the PVC cage
Backup Shooter shoots from in the hula hoop.
Targets MUST be shot as defined in the Station Menu sign
A minimum of 2 teams are required at a station.
No more than 2 shells in a gun at a time.
Shot size 7-1/2 – 9.
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